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Abstract 

Proposals for high-current hadron facilities all rely on “paint- 
ing” during charge-exchange injection as a nearly lossless technique 
to transform a continuous stream of linac microbunches into a num. 
ber of bunches matched to the characteristics of a circular machine. 
In order to find the best strategy to fill the RF buckets of the Euro- 
pean Hadron Facility Booster, meeting the design goal of a bunching 
factor better than 0.33, the LONGlD computer simulation code, in- 
cluding space charge, was modified to cope with the EHF scenario 
and upgraded to higher spatial resolution. Strategies consist in phase 
and energy ramping the locus of the injected microbunches in the 
bucket and the methods compared in this study can he divided into 
two groups. (i) painting with two linac bunches (corresponding to 1.1~~ 
EHF linac specifications); the best results (hunching factor Y 0 38) 
have been achieved with a stationary injection position in phase-space 
(“no-paint” scheme); (ii) more ambitious strategies aiming at obtain- 
ing a square-shaped linear density, which require painting with a sin- 
gle bunch. For 200 turns injected into the EHF Booster, these “spiral 
filling” schemes, however, do not yield substantially better bunching 
factors, the best results being comparable tc) (i) when tracking with 
higher spatial resolution. Another distinctive difference between the 
two approches is the sensitivity of group [ii) to tracking parameters, 
mainly to the spatial resolution involved in the comput,ation of the 
space-charge force; this sensitivity is ahsent in the simple painting 
strategies (i). A criterion for the resolution rPqnired is given and all 
relevant painting strategies have been checked with this resolution. 
The more favourable results of the simple rtrat egies l~rl trl the rrcorn- 
mendation of one of those for the EHF. 

Introduction 

“Painting” is a term now generally employed t\> describe the task 
of populating a 2.dimensional phase plane with many small spots so 
as to fill a much larger surface. The spots arc (small) bunches injected 
from a linac, and the surface to be filled is a (larger) bunch in a circular 
machine with an accelerating RF system This way of huilding a 
hunch structure is appropriate for the charge-exchange injection of 
a long (a few hundred turns) linac pulse, not poscihlp with classical 
multiturn injection. 

Filling Strategies 

In our study we distinguish between “simple” strategies and oth- 
ers aiming at Rat-topped distributions. 

By “simple” strategies we mean linear motion [in time) of the 
locus of the injected bunch. The case where the linac bunch is injected 
at fixed locus in t,he phase plane and the painting is left to synchrotron 
motion is particurly instructive, Such a hunch will paint an annular 
domain yielding a characteristic double-hump projection. In the EHF 
BoosterI’ five such annul1 are painted, and one can guess the bunch 
shape to be expected from a slow linear motion of the locus as a 
sup&position of five different double-humped pr(.,jectinns. Typically 
the injected linac bunches are short and tall with respect to the shape 
of the macrobunch to be created and microbunches with the highest 
possible energy spread yield the flattest, smoothr-st. and thus most 
suitable projections. For these “smooth” rllstrihuti~~ns, spac+rhargc 
hardly alters the results for zero intensity, i e. thr purely kinematic 
approach is valid. 

On the other hand, the square bunch has the Irlwest peak dt,ncity 
for a given bunch length. In order to see how to obtain it, it is useful 

to consider the Ahel transform relating phase-space density and its 
projection: 
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which we have written here, for rotat]onaUy s~,mmetric density 
distributions P(r); n(r) = Zz~rP(r) is the radial density. Such a 
symmetry is achieved for an injection point movmg on a radius slowly 
wit.h respect t,o t,hP synchrotron motion. The radial increment ar is 
then simply 
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where N,,, , 1s the number of spots palnt4, i.e the number of turnc 
injected. :Since n(r) has t0 t )c zero at P -- 0 fr>r all well-behaving 
distributions, special attention has to he paid to the paintmg of the 
very first spots in the vicinity of the origin As Ar Ibrmally grows to 
infinity, they are calculated individually according to n(7), such as to 
yield a local phase-space density as uniform as possible As the linac 
bunches have a shape not at all matched to the bltcket, it makes a 
difference if the radius in phase-space ir along thp abscissa (painting 
by “phase ramping” between lmac and booster RF) or thr energy co- 
ordinate (“energy ramping”) With phase ramping. the short and tall 
microhunches, producrd hy the E,HF 1 2 Gel’ linac. l)aint steep clopec 
of the line density. resulting in fivt, thrn spies uel; rlistingltishahle in 
the projection (Fig. lb) and in a bunching factor below its theoretical 
liltlit, On top of that, thps” steep slops produr(~ <trong l~‘ral space’ 
charge forces destroying the quasi.stationary distril)uti,jn one wants 
to produce, This is clearly revealed when spatial r+~solution in coxw 
putation of the space-charge forces is pushed to It< limits Energy 
ramping (in the EHF case) produces phase space diqtrihutionr where 
the micro hunches are placed Fide by si& and the complication5 ri11~ 
to steep gradients do not occur, hut the gain in hunching factor is 
lnarginal with rrspec t to simple strategle% 

The Tracking Code 

Amongst the few existing codes doing longitudinal trarkmg wit,h 
space charge, we have selected LONGII)IZI. Its attractive feature IS 
the use of FFT as a tool for efficient, smoothing of the fluctuations 
of the line density due to the unavoidhly poor statistics. In order 
to match the EHF requirements, the code needed several important 
modifications: (i) Simulation of bucket filling over many injection 
turns. (ii) A correct definition of synchronous phase for injection 
at constant RF frequency, on the I)ottom of a gultling field H( f ) - 
R. .- B1 cos(ff), given hy 

sin 0, - -1, 
T17il,> df 

Then the closed-orblt radius change\ durmp IIIJVC~IOI~ and, III general, 
the beam will be off’-centre when injection ends Owing to the jump 
uf the synchronous phase, dip&u instabilities aricr, whrn switching 
zhruptly to the constant radius accclcraticrrr rclgirnt,, whern the syn- 
chrrmorts phase 1s tnlcldatrrl hv 

sin6, : 
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(ii]! Simul;rtir,n <,f a ratllal contrr,l Irl,~p 10 ;~~\llr~~ a stnc><)th rrancitiiln. 
by imposing 
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(fu end of injection) with appr,)pr~atrly chrlseu nmctants (iv) C!o~n- 
put&ion of the hunching factor as the rat 10 vi Ihr, a\rragc over the 
highest populated bin 

Resolution Limits of Sirllrllntioll 

There is an obvious tendrncy to rcdurr the number of bins in 
t hp presentation of thP line dwwty (and 111 the colnputation of the 
bunching factor) In fact, if thr hinnlng is finer than actual structural 
details, fluctrmtlw diw to poor statistics may yirslrl a pessimistic re- 
suit. 

On thr other hand, pushing thp numbrr of Fourier harnlonics H 
and the number of bins Nbrrls b 2 II to their rc~asonal~le limits changes 
the results dramatically in those cases where the line density shows 
pronouncml peak structure (cf. rwults for spiral filling, Figs. la-c) 
Fig la, prroduw~l with IVbl,,* 36 and If truncatctl by the orlginal 
automatism, suggests a bunching factor of 0.507. High resolution 
(Nhin, ~ 240) in Fig. lb, hut I-I still limited as ahow) makes this 
figure drop to l?: = 0.373 1 By pushing Ei higher, results change 
more and *mm= and thp spiral structure IS ~-i,nll)lvteiy destroyed with 
H : 120 (Fig. lc) These results raise the question as t,o what the 
“reasonnhlc limits” ts> the spatial resolutiun i-xpresitd in terms of Ii 
or N*,,,,) may be. 

Two effrr.ts compptc: (i) Vwy shwt w:tr~~lrngl h n~odulat ion of 
hnc density will not produce equal motl~~lat ion of t hP field\ at t.hP 
walls of the pipe and the depth of the potential well will not follow 
this variation. FormaUy. thr g,,-factor 9, ~ 1 1 2ln(ll/n) rolls off at 
short wavelength 131. 

!I<, $ - : [k-(T) + f,(*,;-#;)] 

with n and D hemg butane and pipp radius respect ivcly. X the WRYR- 
length of the line density rn~~tllllation, and ;P := L)Kc~/~X Th<> WRYP- 
lwgth X (and r) arp related to IV~,,]~ : ?!I: 
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where h is the RF harmonic number. In thf, EHF Booster (6 z 3 
cm, n 1 lcm) g0 rolls off from its t1.r. value of 3.2 to 3 for 100 bins 
and to 2 3 for 240 bins We conclurie that the effwt is not dramatic 
for the number of bins envisaged (ii) Another critical parameter is 
the cut-off frequency of thr wawguidr, i c when fhp lowest TE tnodr 
IJPgin: to propagat? inside the *“pe, and ~me may rulwct any pertur- 
hation of the line density of this or shorter wavelmgth tn he “radiated 
away” Thrs limit was also quot od by IlncLachlan”~, who drvelopecl 
a tracking rode sunilar to I,ONC:lD, Thr cut-off for the T‘f;l 1 mode 
of a circular wavvguidr- of radius h is .\,. :j..il :!/I. This rorrrsponrls 
to Nb,“, 7 240 f(or thp EHF Rooster and that ii the figure that has 
hwn chosen for tpsting patntlng ctrarrgirq with high rwolution tratk- 
ing (normally thrz nulnhir nf bins i? 100) An itnmwlinte vlncequenre 
is that the number of srlpcv-particles has to 1x3 inrrr~awcl in ortl?r t11 
avoid exwssiw flur~unti~~n due to thv p~,vv*r stat!st ,I’$ as fluctuations 
arp in grnr,ral pr,>pvrllonal t /I ths, y(llmr- root ,bf thr mlinbrr r& parti- 
clrs per bin, thr total nurrlbw of culrcr-particlpq has to ho ccaled with 

the square of fib,,,,; in our test runs with Nblns = 240, the number 
of super-particles was chosen trj he 60 000 This number limits the 
time the ensemble is trackable to the painting process proper. Track- 
ing of early acceleration (3 111s) was performed wit.h standard 100 hln 
resolution only. 

Results of Tracking Study 

Painting process In the EHF srenariol’l, a tandem of “2-out-of 
8” of linac bunches 45 RF degrees apart are injected during 200 turns 
into the 50 MHz buckets of the Rooster to paint a hunch of f110”. The 
simplest scheme (“no-paint”) gives hunching factors slightly below 
0.4, i.e. better than the (conservative) specification It is also “well- 
behaving” over the injection interval (360 ~3)) under all possible tests 
up to highest spatial resolution This, which is our choice, is depicted 
in Fig 2a. The strategies amled at a “square bunch” do not give 
significantly bett.er results in the EHF environnwnt (Figs la-c). The 
fine structure of the spirals bears the risk that bunches painted this 
way develop a lumpy phase-space structure entailing peaks in the line 
density and possibly instabilities. 

Early Acceleration: The first 3 ms of the total 30 ms accelera- 
tion cycle have been tracked for the chosen fillmg strategy (Fig. 2b). 
Three tracking modes have been compared (i) Automatic trunca- 
tion of the Fourier representation of the line density to a resolution 
related to r.nI.s hunch length: Fig. 2. (ii) Highest possible resolution 
possible for 100 bins: Fourier harmonics up to 50: Fig. 3. (iii) No 
space-charge. The somewhat surprising result is that (i) shows the 
development of some azirrluthal-asyltlmetry of dipolar character - an 
effect dubbed bunch “sloshing”ls1 This effect is completely absent 
without space-charge and hardly visible in (ii), but there are particles 
leaking out. of the original bunch area; in fact bunch length at the 
base has grown. This growth deserves further attention and tracking 
over a longer interval. On the other hand, “bunch sloshing” does not 
necessarily entail loss: the ISIS synchroton at RAL shows this effect 
throughout the whole cycle at high intensity without suffering from 
lons161. 
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Figrwes 

Phase space pints (trip) ate presentend in units of RF radians and 
MIS\‘. Projrcted line density (hottorn) in sloper-particles per hin 
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Fig. 1: Attempts to paint a square bunch by phase ramping in truncation of higher Fourier harmonics in the code in (a): 36 bins. 
the EHF Booster (with one linac bunch), for different display resolu- truncation of Fourier harmonics, and (b): 240 bins, truucation 01 
tion and treatment of space-charge: spatial resolution in space-charge Fourier harmonics (c): 240 bins, 120 Fourier harmonics. Note the 
calculation is limited to the typical r.m.s. bunch length by automatic strong dependencr of the results upon the processing parameters’ 
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Fig 2 Result. of painting (a) and evolution during earty acceleration, st.robetl at 11 
ms (h), for the recommended constant injection locus strategy Position and size of linnr 
hunches arta drawn m (a). Bra111 pararw~trrs are the nominal <lnes for the EHF Ho(x+trr 
20 000 super-particles, 100 bins, automatic truncation of Fourkr harmonics. 
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Fig. 3: Same as Fig. 2h. but. space- 
charge forces computed with 50 Fourier 
harmonics (maximum rrsolution possible 
with 100 bins). 

Fig. 3: Same as Fig. 2h. but. space- 
charge forces computed with 50 Fourier 
harmonics (maximum rrsolution possible 
with 100 bins). 


